Plans Approved For 3 New Capitol Buildings

The Oklahoma Capitol Improvement authority voted to remove the plans from the pending ordinance, andcatid="" type=""list-unordered"" start=""2"">2. The authority also decided to begin selecting sites for the new-buildings project. The site selection process is due to begin in February.

Enlarging the architectural, the authority will likely only search within the downtown area. The authority hopes that the new-buildings project will begin in early January.
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Pairs Repeat Nuptial Vows In Candlelight Setting

Shawnee Man To Head Board

CRUCUR URGES REVERSAL OF DOUGLASS PROBATION ORDER

Dillard's Special Purchase!

Save $40 to $100

ENGLANDER CLOSED ONE OF THEIR WAREHOUSES... WE HAVE BOUGHT OUT THEIR ENTIRE STOCK!

Sew up a storm of savings of 25% to 50% on these...

New Spring Fashion Fabrics!

For MAYTAG Dependability..... Pair up these two

MAYTAG "HALO OF HEAT" Electric Dryer

only $178.00

MAYTAG "FAMILY-SIZE" Automatic Washer

only $238.00
Arab Says Church Roundup
TV, Film Discussion Slated

The Arab Roundup, the nation's leading publication for Arab Americans, plans to hold a discussion on TV and film at an upcoming event.

Hughes Sparks Land Boom

Hughes, a former oil baron, has sparked a new land boom in the region with his recent investments. His company, Hughes Land Corporation, has acquired thousands of acres of land, promising huge returns for investors.

Pipeline Benefit Seen

The construction of a new pipeline is expected to bring significant benefits to the local economy, including increased job opportunities and economic growth.

Mary, Full of Grace

The story of Mary, who lived a life of virtue and dedication, is a testament to the power of faith and perseverance.

Cherished Moments: Video Features

A video features cherished moments of family and friends, capturing the essence of love and togetherness.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

It is important to choose a church that aligns with your values and beliefs.

Deeper Life

Deeper Life, a Christian organization, offers courses and workshops to help individuals grow in their faith.

This Earth

This Earth is a yoga and meditation center that offers classes and retreats for personal and spiritual growth.

Go To Church This Week

City Preacher Terms Radio 'God’s Voice' To Millions

A city preacher has termed radio as "God's Voice" to millions, highlighting its role in spreading spiritual messages.

The Oklahoma Journal

The Oklahoma Journal is a weekly publication that covers local news, events, and cultural happenings.

Champion Memorial Church Of The Nazarene

Champion Memorial Church of the Nazarene is a vibrant community of faith, offering worship, education, and service to the local community.

Raney Equipment Company

Raney Equipment Company offers a wide range of equipment and services to support industry needs.
**Editorials**

**Crisis In Free World**

There was a time when the world was at peace, and we were safe from attack. But now, the world is in crisis, and we must take action.

The American constitution is free of many of the restrictions that bind other countries. The Constitution is not a contract, it is a blueprint for a nation. It is a blueprint for a nation that is free, and that is why we must protect it.

**Welcome, OPA**

The OPA has done a great job in keeping our energy costs down. We are grateful for their hard work.

**State Editors Say**

Joe McBride, Friend, Teacher

The people of our state have spoken, and they want change. We must listen to them.

**Tom Braden**

The Trial Of Moses

The trial of Moses is a symbol of freedom. We must stand up for what is right, even if it means going to jail.

**Discussion**

Bill Thrup

Tried Bananas, Healing And All

The banana is a symbol of life and health. We should celebrate it.

**Poll Gives Muskie Lead**

The polls show that Muskie is leading in the election. We must work hard to ensure that he wins.

**Africans Rebuke Amateur Safari**


**Table Going Up**

Wages and prices are going up. We must find a way to keep them down.

**WASHINGTO N'S BIRTHDAY**

The great American hero is celebrated today. We must honor him.

**OG&E ELECTRIC SERVICE**

You get real home value when you use electricity for everything... including the heating.
Regional Favorites Breeze

Three Share 3A Spotlight

The Results

Vikes Clinch Tie For Title

Jeff Wins At Oaklawn

Decision Delayed On Cage Brawl

Chones' Signing To End War?

Pros Contribute Hospital

Announcing the Opening of 1972 Model Homes

Baseball Clinic At OU Saturday

Also featuring the most liberal financing ever made available to new home owners, FHA 235, FHA 292, and V.A. Financing.

Action Halts 3 Mat Teams Visit Sooners

Goal Important, Bench Claims

By R. H. HUBER

Nine Pirates Gain In 4A

The Results

by HAROLD REIBER

Cincinnati's Pete Taylor scored the winning run in the 18th inning.

By GIL FUGRIST

The first pitch of the Friday night, 12-1 win at OU for Indiana State's Jack Leachman went right by the batter, but the ball dropped behind the pitcher and rolled out to the catcher.

by HARRY W. HARTZELL

South Dakota State's Urges, left, and Bob Sizer are shown in their team's triple play.

by NICK HICKIN

The Oklahoma newspaper that keeps you up to date on the latest news and events in the region.
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SAVE $20
...on this fine
18" COLOR
PORTABLE
NOW $298

SAVE $51
...on each of these Total Automatic Color consoles!
NOW $448

SAVE $5
on this slim-and-trendy
Magnavox Portable TV
with 12" diagonal picture
NOW $84.95

SAVE $2.5
on this Deluxe Astro-Spec
20 in. Stereo FM/AM Radio
Phonograph Component System
NOW $224.95

SAVE $51
on this superb Magnavox
PRUN TABLE solid-state
stereo FM/AM Radio
Phonograph that looks as
great as it sounds!
NOW $298

Oklahoma's
Largest
Magnavox
Dealer